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before  I.OGAN  and  SEyMexJR,   Circuit  Judges,  and  mTSCH,  District  Judge.*

RATSCH,  District  Judge.

This  is  an  appeal  from a  decisioh  of  a  district  court  affiming  a

bankruptcy  judge's  order  granting  the  petition  of  a  debtor-in-possession,  "Ii

Freight,  In.a.   ("IRE"),  to  reject  its  collective  bargaining  agreements  with

*Hc>norable  Richard  P.  ratsch,  United  States  District  Judge  fctr  the
District  of  Colorado,  sitting  by  designation.



the  unions  representing  {r`ost  of  its  employees.     The  bankruptcy  judge's  order

was  entered  befctre  the  Supreme

U.S.    513    (1984).

Court  decided  NmB  v.   Bildisco  &  Bildiscc>,   465

After  the  Bildisco  decision,   Congress  enacted  Pub.   L.  No.

98-353,  amending  the  Bankruptcy  Code  to  establish  a  procedure  for  and  the

conditions  under  which  collective  bargaining  agreements  may  be  rejected.

11  U.S.C.   §  1113.     This  statute  "adheres  to  the  spirit  of  [the]  unanimous

Supreme  Court  opinion."  Statenent  Py  the  Eon.  Or[in G.. Hatch  on  H.R.   5174,    -

98th  Cohg. ,   2d  Sess.   (June  29,1984),   reprinted  |n  1984  U.S.  Ccx]e  Gong.   a  Ad.   .

News  576,   592.    while  new  procedural  requirements  have  been  irrpesed,I  the

approach  to  the  required balancing  of  the  equities  should  not  be  different

f ron  the  instruction  provided  in Bildisc6.     Section  1113  is  not  applicable  to

any  cases  commenced  prior  to  July  10,1984,  and  does  not  affect  this  appeal.

It  is  appropriate,  however,  to  observe  that  the  special  nature  of  labor

contracts  is  rooted  in  the  natic]nal  policy  which  favc)rs  .collective  bargaining

in  exployment  and  that  Congress  has  strongly  cautioned  the  bankruptey  courts

to  be  cc>nsiderate  of  that  policy.

On  July  15,  1983,  IEL  filed  a  petition  for  voluntary  reorganizatictn  under

Chapter  11,  and  the  bankruptey  court  authorized  the  coxpany  to  continue .its

business  as  debtc>r-in-possession.    On  the  sane  date,   IRE  filed  a  petition  to -

reject  the  subject  33  collective  bargaining  agreements,  with  66  local  unions.

On jmgust  11,  1983,  the  bankruptcy  judge  orally  granted  the  petition  to  reject

those  executory  contracts,  follcned  by  a written  o-rder  entered  on August  11,

1983.    Scmetine  thereafter  the  explc)yees  went  on  strike,  and  Im went  into
•  Chapter  7.    The  district  court  affirmed  the  bankruptcy  judge  by  an  order  of

June  25,   1984.

The  appellants,  the  Teamsters  National  Freight  Industry Negotiating

Cctrmittee  and  the  International  dssociation  of  Machinists  and Aerospace
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Workers  ("the  unions")  contend  that  the  district  court  erred  in  affirming  the

rejecticin  of  the  cc)ntracts.    The  trustee  in  bankruptcy  is  here  as  appellee,

defending  the  pc)sition  taken  by  mL  in 'its  role  as  debtor-ir+possessic)n.    This

appellate  court "st  accept  the  findings  of  the  bankruptcy  judge  unless  they

are  clearly  erronec>us. In  re  Reid,   757  F.2d  230,   233   (loth  Cir.1985).

while  the  bankruptcy  judge  did  not  have  the  benefit  of  the  Supreme

C`c)urt-'s  opinion  i-n Bildisco,  this  court "st  apply  the  standards  established

in  that  case  as  stating  the  applicable  law.    The  unions  concede,  however,  that

it would  be  unfair  to  reverse  for  a  failure  to  follow  the .adronitiori  that

reasctnable  efforts  to  negotiate  an  agreerrent  with  the  unions  is  a  condition

precedent  to  consideration  of  a  petition  to  reject  these  contracts.

Collective  bargaining  agreements  are  executory  contracts  within  the

meaning  of  11  U.S.C.   §  365,   and  the  bankruptey  cc>urt  may  pemit  rejectic)n  upon

a  showing  by  the  debtor-in-possession  that  the  collective  bargaining  agreement

burdens  the  estate,  and  that  after  careful  scrutiny  the  equities  balance  in

favor  of  rejection. Bildiscc],   465  U.S.   at  525-26.     The  bankruptcy  judge  has  a

special  responsibility  in  these  cases  to  make  detailed  findings  to  support  a

conclusion  that  rejection  is  warranted.

Since  the  policy  of  Chapter  11  is  to
permit  successful  rehabilitation  of  debtors,
rejection  should not  be  pemitted without  a
finding  that  that  polity would  be  served  try

Court "st "kesuch  action.    The  Bank"
a  reasoned  I i e  recor

rmne atre

Id.  at  527  (exphasis  added).

It  is  not  enough  to  find  that  the  contracts  are  so  burdensome  that

performance  would  result  in  liquidation.      A  "doomsday"  argument  should

not  be  controlling.    The  bankruptcy  judge  "st  carefully  cc>nsider  the

Consequences  of  liquidation  for  the  debtor,  the  reduced value  ctf  the
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creditors'   claims  fc)llowing  affirmance,  and  the  impact  of  rejecticln  on  the

employees.    Mc)st  importantly,   the  question  is  more  than  a  matter  of

business  judgment.    The  equities  "st  bs  balanced  anc>ng  all  parties  in

interest,  and  the  controlling  question  is  whether  the  hardships  iaposed  are

outweighed  Py  a  reasonable. expectation  of  successful  reorganization.

The  bankruptcy  judge  concluded  that  liquidation was  inevitable  without

fejection  6f  the  .contracts,  and-that  the  bresuned  saving.s-were  the  only

available  source  of  the  massive  relief  necessary  for  the  debtor's  survival.

We  are  unable  to  review  that  ultimate  conclusion  because  there  are

insufficient  findings  of  fact  to  support  it.    There  is  no  finding  on  the
'...--

record  concerning  the  relative -or  absolute  amount  of  the  debtor's  salary

expense  colrpared  with  the  cc)st  of  the  union  exp.Ioyees'  wages  and  benefits.

Equitable  considerations  are  ixportant  here,  and  the  bankruptcy  judge  ltrust

make  findings  to  support  a  debtor's  unequal  treatment  of  its  union

employees.    A  finding  that  the  debtor's  salaried  explc)yees  are  being  paid
"below  market"   (R.,  Vol.   IX  at  9. ),   is  insufficient  to  justify  the

conclusic>n  that  a  reduction  in  the  pay  of  salaried  exployees  will  not

assist  reorganizatic>n.    The. union  exployees,  because  of  a  voluntary  wage

lclan  back  program,  were  also  being  paid  "below  market".     The  relevant

inquiry  is  whether  the  balance  of  equities  favors  the  rejection  of  the

labor  contracts.

The  debtor's  expert witness,  Dr.  Tannenbaun,  testified  that  only by

rejecting  these  contracts  and  paying  25-30%  less  to  union  exployees  could

IEL  survive.     (R.,  Vol.  IV at  40-58.)    The  chief  financial  officer  for  Im,

Mr.  Price,  testified  that  IRE. would  run  out  of  money  betveen  five  and  nine

weeks  after  the  end  of  July,  1983,  ul.ess  the  contracts vere  rejected.

(a.,  Vol.  VI  at  45.)    The  unions'  expert  witness,  Dr.  Weintraub,   gave
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contrary  c)pinions,   including  testimony  concerning  inefficient  use  of  the

verk  force  and  a  cost  coxparison with  the  company's  coxpetitors.    The

unions  also  presented  evidence  tending  to  show  disproportionate

expenditures  for  the  salaries  of  supervisors  and  other  non-bargaining  unit

expenditures.    Neither  the  bankruptcy  judge  nor  the  district  court  made  any

reference  to  this  evidence  in  making  the  conclusory  findings  in  this

record.   the  bankruptcy  judge  did not  address  the  issue  of  the  effect  of

affirmatiorL upon  other  creditc>rs'  claims.    No  finding  is  on  the  record  to

indicate  who  the  other  creditors  are,  much  less.how  the  potential
E=

liquidation  wc)uld  affect  them.

one  of  the  unusual  aspects  of  this  case  i`s  €fiat  the  bargaining  unit   `

employees  constituted  a  major  class  c>f  creditors  because  the  coxpany  owed

them  apprcixinately  $11.7  hillion  under  various  wage  loan  programs.     The

bankruptc'y  judge  noted  that  fact  and  considered  the  exployees  as  unwilling
"partners  of  debtor  in  its  need ,to  succeed."     (A.,  Vol.   IX  at  8-9.)

The  bankruptcy  judge  conclude^d  that  without  rejection  the  exployees

wctuld  lose  their  jobs.    But  there  is  little  discussion  of  the  effect  on

explo.yees  from  rejection.    `thile  there  is  an  indication  that  both  the

bank]:.uptc'y-  judge  and  district  judge  were  aware  that the  elrployees  wc)uld

probably  strike  after  rejection,  the  reality of the  unions'  strongly  stated

opposition was  dismissed with  an  expres;ion  of  hcpe  that  the  debtor  would

reach  an  accomodation with  its  exployees.    Such  optimism would  scarcely

seem warraLnted  in  view of  the  pre-bankruptcy  history,  including  unfair

labctr  practice  charges  following unilateral rage -cuts.

Host  significantly,  hath  the-bankruptcy  judge `amd  the  district  court

failed  to  recognize  that  the  rejectic)ns  could  generate  burdensome  claims

against  the  estate.    The  rejection  of  any  executory  cctntract-constitutes  a
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breach  of  that  cctntract  under  11  b.S.C.   §  365(g),  which  breach  relates  back

to  the  date  ilmediately  before  the  filing  of  the  bankruptcy petiticin.

Bildisco,   465  U.S.   at  530-31.    Accordingly,   claims  may`be  filed  for  all

losses  attributable  to  the  non-performance  of  the  contracts,  including

payments  due  to  all  fringe  benefit  plans,  loss  of  seniority  rights,  and  all
other  provisions  of  the  agreements.     11  U.S.C.   §  502(g)  provides:

A  claim  arising  from  the  rejection,  .under
section  365  of  this  title  or  under  a  plan
under  chapter  9,  11,  or  1.3  of  this  title,  of
an  executory  contract  or  unexpired  lease  of
the  debtor 'that  has  not  been assumed  shall  be

:g:e=::::' ( g? iEi}]o¥ ( :}L:¥edth¥d::ctio; or
disallcned  under  subsection  (d)  or  (e)  of  this
section,  .the.-§alne  as  if  such  claim  had  arisen
befctre  the  date  of  the  filing  of  the  petition.

Section  502(c)  requires  that  such  unliquidated  claims  "st  be

estimated  fc>r  allowance  if  liquidation  of  the  claim wc>uld  unduly  delay

closing  of  the  case.    Prior  law would  permit  disallowance  in  that

circumstance.     The  Supreme  Court  took  note  of  these  consequences  from

rejecticin in  Bildisco,   465  U.S.   530  rm.11-12.     Moreover,   some  of  those

claims  may  be  entitled  to  priority  in  payment.    ±±!  11  U.S.C.   §  507.     There

is  an  anomaly  in  the  bankruptey  judge's  consideration  of  a  possible

egposure  of  $30  rillion  for  "withdraval  liability"  for  health,  velfare  and

pension plans  as  an  inducement  to  the  debtor  to  negotiate  a  new  agreement

withciut  recognizing  the  potential  for  the  same  liability as  a  direct  result

of  the  order  permitting  rejection  of  the  existing  contracts.

The  fundamental  flan  in  the  prc}ceedinjs  under .review  can  best  be

sun[ngirized  by  a  quotation  from appellee's  brief.    In  asserting  that  the

unions  had rischaracterized  the  bankruptcy  judge's  approach ty  arguing  that

he  was  insisting  that  only  the  union  exployees  "st  sacrifice  for  the

continued  existence  of  IEL,  appellee's  counsel  wrote:
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The  only  matter  at  issue  before  Judge  Clark
was  whether  or  not  the  contracts  involved
should  be  rejected.    The  issue  as  to  whether
other  contracts  should  be  rejected,  the  plan
or  [sic]  reorganization  itself,  and  all  other
issues  regarding  ccist-cutting  and  efficiency,
were  not  before  Judge  Clark  at  the  tine,  and
consequently  not  dealt  with  in  his  Order.
The  ruling  did  recognize,  however,  that  in
view of  the  fact  that  only  the  union  exployees
could  save  the  company,  the  choice  was  in
their  hands  as  to  whether  the  company  could
continue  to  exist  or  not.

Appellee's  Brief  at  28.    The  question mst  not  be  considered  in  such  a

na.rrow  focus.     The  bankruptcy  judge referred  to  In  re  Brada  miller  Frei

System,   Inc.,  702  F.2d  89-0   (llth  Cir.1983)   in  his  niling  in  this  case,
•SpetTi-fically  citing  fcotnote  35  (concerning  the  lack  of  relevance  of.-past

[rmagerrent  practices) ,  but  he  failed  to  consider  the  court's  caution  that

mny  factors  "st  be  considered  in  striking  an  appropriate  balance  among

the  important  policies  irIVolved  in  the  question  of  rejecting  this  spetial

type  of  executc)ry  contract. Brada  Miller  was  among  the  cases  cited  with

apprc>val  in  the  Supreme  Court  opinion  in Bildisco,   465  U.S.   at  523.

Finally,  this  proceeding  is  a  clear  demonstration  of  the  wisdon  in  the

fctllowing  ruling in  Bildisco:

Before  acting  on  a  petition  to  nndify  or
reject  a  collective-bargaining  agreement,
however,  the  Bankruptcy  Court  should  be
persuaded  that  reasonable- efforts  to  negotiate
a  voluntary modification  have  been  made  and
are  not  likely  to  produce  a  proxpt  and
satisfactory  solution.    The  NLRA  requires  no
less.    Not  only  is  the  debtor-in-possession
under  a  duty  to bargain with  the  union under
§   8(a)(5)   of  the  NLRA,   29  U.S.C.   §   158(a)(5),
see  infra,  at  534,  but  the  rrational  labor.
peliEIE5-of  avoiding  labor  strife  and
encouraging  collective  bargaining,   S  i,  NLRA,
29  U.S.C.   §  151,  generally  require  that
elnployers  and  unions  reach  their  own
agreements  on  terms  and  conditctns  of
exployment  f fee  I ron  governmental
inte rfe rence .

465  U.S.   at  526.
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Cctngress  has  now  made  such  negotiations  a  conditic)n  precedent  to  the  filing

of  an  application  seeking  rejection  of  a  collective  bargaihing  agreement  in

11   U.S.C.  `§   1113(b).

while  we  have  agreed  with  appellants  that  it  wc)uld  be  unfair  to  give

retroactive  application  to  that  requirement  in Bildisco, .and  that  the

statutory  change  is  not  applicable,  it  is  clear  that  the  bankruptcy  judge

followed  a  converse  course  of  reasoning.    He  concluded  that  rejection  would

cause  negotiation  leading  to  a  new  contract.    That  approach  is  inconsis.tent

with  the  histctry  of  judicial  intervention  in  labor  disputes  since  the

foanation  of  labor  organizations  in  the  United  States.    It  is  also

incc>nsistent  with  the  court's  duty  to  balance  the  equities.

It  is  the  view of  this  court  that  the  bariruptcy  judge  aLnd  district

court  failed  to  make  the  required  findings  of  fact  to  support  the

conclusion  that  the  labor  agreements  should  be  rejected.    Accordingly,   the

decision  of  the  district  court  approving  rejection  of  IEL's  labor

agreements  is  REVERSED  and  this  matter  is  REFTneED  for  further  proceedings.
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